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The niche concept is central to ecology but is often depicted descriptively through observing associ-

ations between organisms and habitats. Here, we argue for the importance of mechanistically

modelling niches based on functional traits of organisms and explore the possibilities for achieving

this through the integration of three theoretical frameworks: biophysical ecology (BE), the geo-

metric framework for nutrition (GF) and dynamic energy budget (DEB) models. These three

frameworks are fundamentally based on the conservation laws of thermodynamics, describing

energy and mass balance at the level of the individual and capturing the prodigious predictive

power of the concepts of ‘homeostasis’ and ‘evolutionary fitness’. BE and the GF provide mechan-

istic multi-dimensional depictions of climatic and nutritional niches, respectively, providing a

foundation for linking organismal traits (morphology, physiology, behaviour) with habitat character-

istics. In turn, they provide driving inputs and cost functions for mass/energy allocation within the

individual as determined by DEB models. We show how integration of the three frameworks permits

calculation of activity constraints, vital rates (survival, development, growth, reproduction) and ulti-

mately population growth rates and species distributions. When integrated with contemporary niche

theory, functional trait niche models hold great promise for tackling major questions in ecology and

evolutionary biology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In ecology, strong patterns exist with respect to

body size, geographical distributions, abundances,

species diversity and community structure at coarse

spatio-temporal scales (Brown 1995). These ‘macro-

ecological’ patterns suggest that there are general

ecological laws to be discovered that could form the

basis of a more strongly predictive science. Yet, such

laws, if they exist, remain elusive, with the conse-

quence that ecology has been criticized for stalling at

the ‘What’ stage rather than progressing, as have

other life sciences, further into the ‘Why’ and ‘How’

domains (O’Connor 2000).

We believe that a relevant distinction between ecol-

ogy and the more strongly predictive functional life

sciences is that ecology lacks a teleonomic framework

(Thompson 1987): it has no credible equivalent to the

notions of ‘design’ (adaptation) and ‘goal-directedness’

(homeostasis) that tightly constrain the expected

behaviour of physiological systems, and so limit the

range of outcomes that can reasonably be expected

(de Laguna 1962). Possibly for this reason, there have

been several historical attempts to characterize ecologi-

cal communities as ‘superorganisms’ with teleonomic

properties, but none of these stand up to critical

scrutiny (McIntosh 1998).

We agree with McIntosh that analogies between

ecological communities and organisms are weak, but

we do not believe that this should exclude the notions

of adaptation and homeostasis from ecological models.

These principles are deeply embedded within the pat-

terns that ecologists describe, and should therefore

provide a baseline to aid prediction in ecology. The

challenge, however, is to derive an approach for study-

ing the penetrance of functional traits of individual

organisms into higher, group-level phenomena. The

study of collective behaviour has achieved this in the

context of group-level behavioural interactions

(Couzin & Krause 2003; Simpson et al. 2010), and

the powerful framework of life-history theory exists

for linking functional traits to population dynamics

(Roff 2002). In ecology, a promising start has been

made in the form of ‘metabolic theories in ecology’

(van der Meer 2006), but much remains to be

achieved (Kearney & Porter 2006; McGill et al. 2006).
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In this article, we compare and contrast three

theoretical frameworks that have potential for linking

functional traits to community ecology: biophysical

ecology (BE), the geometric framework of nutrition

(GF) and dynamic energy and mass budget (DEB)

models. Our aim is to show how their integration may

facilitate the development of a more strongly predictive,

mechanistic approach to understanding the ecology

and evolution of organisms in changing environments

from individuals through to communities and ecosys-

tems. We build our discussion around the ecological

niche, because this is the ecological concept that pro-

vides the closest interface between the physiology of

organisms and their interactions with environment.

2. THE ECOLOGICAL NICHE

The niche concept has been defined in many ways

throughout the history of ecology (Schoener 1989,

2009; Chase & Leibold 2003). It began with Grinnell

and with Elton as qualitative descriptions of species’

roles and requirements in communities (Grinnell

1917; Elton 1927). Hutchinson (1957) later proposed

a more formal, quantitative concept based on set

theory. He conceived of the niche as a hyper-volume

in multi-dimensional environmental space delimiting

where stable populations can be maintained. When

biotic interactions such as predation and competition

are included in the calculation of niche space, one

obtains the ‘realized niche’, as opposed to the ‘funda-

mental’ or ‘physiological niche’ that ignores such

interactions. Hutchinson’s niche concept differed

most markedly from that of Grinnell and Elton in

being defined as a property of a species rather than

as a recess in a community (Schoener 1989). The

Hutchinsonian niche hyperspace sits in ‘environ-

mental’ dimensions or axes, typically including

physical conditions (habitat temperature, humidity,

pH etc.) and resources (e.g. food particle size). The

niche in ‘environmental space’ can be transposed to

physical space and time, in the context of environ-

mental gradients and other habitat features, to

predict survivorship, development, growth, reproduc-

tion and ultimately, population dynamics,

abundance, distribution and species interactions

(Kearney 2006; Holt 2009).

(a) Correlative niche models

The spatio-temporal transposition of the niche is

usually estimated in a descriptive or correlative

manner. The most common approach at present is to

link species-occurrence data to coarse spatial datasets

on climate, vegetation, terrain and soil via statistical

models (Elith & Leathwick 2009), although finer

scale approaches have also been attempted (Green

1971). Such models fit nicely with the multivariate

Hutchinsonian niche concept (Soberón 2007), and

are increasingly becoming objects of study in analyses

of species’ niches (Wiens & Graham 2005; Pearman

et al. 2008). While such analyses may implicitly rep-

resent many different ecological processes, they are

ultimately inductively driven local analyses revealing

little in the way of causal understanding, and may

also have poor predictive power when transposed to

novel environments (Davis et al. 1998). The latter

issue is of practical significance, as correlative niche

models are increasingly applied to forecast the ecologi-

cal impacts of invasions and future climate change

scenarios (Thomas et al. 2004; Schwartz et al. 2006).

There are hence strong theoretical and practical

reasons to foster the development of mechanistic

models of the niche that can be used to forecast

future patterns of abundance and distribution

(Helmuth 2009).

(b) Mechanistic niche models

What is the current state of development of mechanis-

tic niche models? In the 1970s and 1980s, there was an

intense focus on niches with respect to competition for

resources and the extent that species’ niches over-

lapped. The aim was to develop a theory of

community ecology that could explain patterns of

coexistence and competitive exclusion. Dissatisfied

with the descriptive, phenomenological nature of the

Lotka–Volterra approach to inferring niche overlap

(Macarthur & Levins 1967), a number of ecologists

developed more mechanistic frameworks (MacArthur

1972; Maguire 1973; Tilman 1982; Schoener 1986).

Schoener (1986) emphasized how the ‘megapara-

meters’ of population dynamics models could be

decomposed into behavioural, physiological and mor-

phological trait parameters of individuals and their

environmental interactions; i.e. to ‘functional traits’

for which there is a defined link between the value of

that trait and performance/fitness. Most influential of

these kinds of mechanistic models was Tilman’s

resource-dependent isocline approach for depicting

competition between species (Tilman 1982), inspired

by MacArthur’s (1972) consumer-resource models.

It provided a way to depict resource-dependent

growth rates against mortality rates to infer ‘zero net

growth isoclines’ (ZNGIs) for multiple limiting

resources (figure 1a). These isoclines could then be

represented in multivariate resource space to define

niches in a Hutchinsonian manner with respect to

requirements and impacts (Leibold 1995; Chase &

Leibold 2003). Chase & Leibold (2003) generalized

these resource consumption models to other factors

such as predation and abiotic stresses. They thus pro-

vided a general mechanistic depiction of the niche that

included both requirements for resources and impacts

on the availability of those resources for other

individuals of the same or of different species.

Such analyses are mechanistic in the sense that they

capture population processes of growth rate and mor-

tality explicitly as functional responses to resources

and other environmental factors. In these diagram-

matic representations, however, the functional traits

driving the population responses at the individual

level, such as feeding behaviour, digestive systems

and thermal tolerances, are included only implicitly.

One must study individual responses to determine

the ZNGIs (Chase & Leibold 2003). To the extent

that these underling traits and their functional linkages

with environments can be theoretically formalized, one

would have a powerful basis for understanding eco-

logical and evolutionary patterns at different levels of
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biological organization (Nisbet et al. 2000; Brown et al.

2004).

While some progress is being made (e.g. Rossberg

et al. 2009), Schoener’s (1986) ‘mechanistic ecologist’s

utopia’, where a mechanistic programme is realized in

its ‘wildest aspirations’, is yet to be attained. The past

two decades have instead seen the niche concept

applied to the task of associative modelling, riding

the wave of research initiated by GIS-based models

of species-occurrence data. In partial response,

McGill et al. (2006) argued that community ecology

needs to harness these rich spatial datasets but use

them mechanistically in the context of the functional

traits of individuals (see also Violle & Jiang 2009).

They thus echoed Schoener’s call 20 years later, and

since Schoener’s paper, a number of important new

theories and tools have arisen to aid the task. In par-

ticular, integration of the theoretical frameworks of

BE, the GF and DEB models may be ideally suited

to developing functional trait-based models of

ecological niches (Kearney & Porter 2006). In the

remainder of this article, we explore in more detail

how this could be done, first outlining the different

approaches and then discussing how they can be

integrated. We illustrate the potential for model

integration using two separate case studies. We then

discuss how this functional trait-based approach can

be included in a general research programme based

on the niche concept.

3. BIOPHYSICAL ECOLOGY AND THE CLIMATIC

NICHE

A mechanistic niche model must account for the ways

that aspects of the physical environment interact with

the functional traits of the organism to affect fitness.
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Figure 1. Mechanistic niche concepts. (a) The consumer-resource model (Leibold 1995). In this model, resource-dependent

fitness components affecting population growth (solid line) and loss responses (dashed-dotted line) are plotted in relation to

individual resources to determine the point of zero net growth R*, and then the intersections of zero net growth isoclines

(ZNGIs) are plotted for different resources relative to each other to define regions inside and outside the fundamental

niche. (b) The climatic niche. This is defined by a thermal performance curve in relation to body temperature, and then plot-

ting fitness (or fitness components) as a function of body temperature in relation to environmental space. (c) The nutritional

niche. The target nutritional state is plotted with respect to nutrient components, together with the nutritional ‘rails’

represented by available foods. Fitness landscapes can be superimposed on this space to represent the consequences of nutrient

deficits and excesses. See text for more details.
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A key pathway for such an interaction is via influences

on heat, mass and momentum transfer. BE has long

served as a highly effective means of quantifying

body temperature and water balance through the

application of detailed heat and mass (water) budget

equations (Porter & Gates 1969; Gates 1980;

Campbell & Norman 1998). In brief, using basic phy-

sics, these methods keep track of an organism’s heat

(or water) inputs, outputs and stores by quantifying

patterns such as conduction, convection and radiation

(for heat) and evaporation (for both heat and water).

In a similar vein, biomechanics approaches keep

track of momentum transfer between organisms and

their surroundings as a means of estimating probabil-

ities of breakage, dislodgment or impediments to

motion (Denny 1988). While here we focus on heat

and mass (specifically water) transfer, the potential

for biomechanics approaches to contribute to ecologi-

cal theory holds comparable promise (e.g. Denny et al.

2009).

Such approaches are often computationally and

experimentally difficult, as they require extensive

information both on environmental parameters and

the characteristics of the organism in question.

Nevertheless, BE methods have been used to quantify

the interactions of organisms with their environment

with high fidelity (e.g. Porter et al. 1973, 1994;

Spotila et al. 1973; Tracy 1976; Kingsolver 1979;

Stevenson 1985; Campbell & Norman 1998; Helmuth

1998; Seebacher et al. 1999; Pincebourde & Casas

2006). Recent integrations of BE methods with spatial

environmental data provide a means to infer past,

current and future species distribution limits as con-

strained by heat and water balances (Gilman et al.

2006; Jones et al. 2009; Kearney & Porter 2009).

Importantly, these methods measure and model not

the ‘environment’ per se, but rather the state (body

temperature, water balance) of the organism. This is

a key distinction because of the highly nonlinear

ways in which the physical environment interacts

with organisms to drive thermal and hydric exchange.

Organismal body temperature is frequently not the

same as standard environmental measurements like

air and water temperature, particularly in terrestrial

environments and for organisms with strong behav-

ioural and physiological regulatory responses.

Nevertheless, it is the body temperature that drives

an organism’s physiological state, and it is therefore

crucial that we develop methods for quantifying

patterns of body temperature if we are to link studies

conducted under controlled laboratory conditions to

those in the field.

The principles of BE provide a robust approach to

mechanistically determining what we can call ‘cli-

matic’ niches of organisms. A useful concept in this

respect is ‘climate space’ (Porter & Gates 1969;

figure 1b), a graphical depiction of the combinations

of environmental variables that produce body temp-

eratures suitable for survival and reproduction.

Climate space has obvious connections to the

Hutchinsonian niche concept. Rather than being a

descriptive concept, as in associative habitat-modelling

studies, it is instead a reflection of the interaction

between functional traits and environment to influence

a fitness component. Environmental axes of microcli-

matic niche space, such as wind speed, are of course

not consumable, but they are distributed across

space that be consumed, and can be significantly

altered by the presence of other organisms; e.g. sessile

suspension-feeding organisms often ‘compete for flow’

(Kim & Lasker 1997). Thus, the transposition of cli-

mate space onto physical space (i.e. habitats) allows

inference of not only the climatic suitability of the

site for a focal species (its fundamental niche), but

also the potential for interactions between species (rea-

lized niche; Porter et al. 1973; Roughgarden et al.

1981; Tracy & Christian 1986).

4. THE GEOMETRIC FRAMEWORK AND THE

NUTRITIONAL NICHE

Nutrition is a primary driver of ecological interactions

among organisms, and must therefore be captured in a

mechanistic niche model. Recent developments in

nutritional ecology provide a means for doing so

(Raubenheimer et al. 2009; Simpson et al. 2010).

The GF is an approach based on state-space geometry

for modelling the nutritional interactions between

organisms and their environments, which shares

much in common with Hutchinson’s niche concept.

In both approaches, the organism is viewed as inhab-

iting a multi-dimensional hyper-volume, but in GF,

the hyper-volume (referred to as a ‘nutritional

space’) is defined specifically in terms of food chem-

istry (figure 1c). Each axis represents a food

component that is functionally relevant to the

animal, whether this relevance be for its nutritional,

toxic or medicinal properties (Raubenheimer &

Simpson 2009).

Under the GF framework, foods—principally other

organisms and their derivatives—are represented as

open-ended trajectories termed ‘nutritional rails’,

which radiate from the origin through the hyper-

volume at angles defined by the balance they contain

of the defining components. As the animal eats, it

ingests the food components in the same balance as

they exist in the food, and can thus be modelled

as ‘moving’ along the nutritional rail at a rate deter-

mined by the rate of ingestion and density of

nutrients in the food. By selecting different foods

and regulating the rate at which each is eaten, ani-

mals can thus navigate through nutritional space,

inhabiting those areas that confer fitness advantage

and avoiding others. The area of maximal advantage

is termed the ‘intake target’. This is not a static

area, but moves and changes shape as the animal

encounters differential demands for nutrients (e.g.

with activity levels, environmental temperature,

health, reproductive status etc.). The foraging chal-

lenge for the animal is thus to track this moving

target, and to the extent that it is constrained by eco-

logical or other factors, realized fitness benefits are

inversely proportional to the distance it achieves

from the target.

In this model, the nutritional niche can be defined

as that region of nutrient space delimiting where the

life cycle of the organism can be sustained. Transpos-

ing this niche space onto real environments requires
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information on both the availability of the food in a

given habitat and the regulatory decisions of the organ-

ism. An important biological attribute that is

highlighted by this approach is the mathematical func-

tion relating aspects of performance (ultimately

evolutionary fitness, but also components thereof ) to

geometric distance from the intake target (Simpson

et al. 2004; Cheng et al. 2008). This function includes

the independent and interactive costs of excesses and

deficits of nutrients and other dietary components

relative to the intake target. The function defines the

geometric shape and breadth of the niche (e.g.

Warbrick-Smith et al. 2009; figure 1c), and constitutes

important information for explaining and predicting

the homeostatic, ecological and evolutionary responses

of animals under different dietary regimes. For

example, in recent studies on insects, the shape of

underlying performance surfaces has been mapped in

detail for various different life-history traits (e.g.

growth rate, body composition, immunity, lifespan,

reproductive effort), and related to the homeostatic

responses of the insects (Lee et al. 2008; Maklakov

et al. 2008).

One example of GF applied in the context of niche

theory considered how seven species of generalist

grasshoppers coexist despite the fact that they eat a

broadly overlapping spectrum of plants (Behmer &

Joern 2008). These authors reasoned that the exten-

sive dietary overlap among these species is at odds

with the standard resource partitioning framework,

and argued that an explanation for their coexistence

might be found by characterizing the niche in terms

of macronutrients (e.g. protein, carbohydrate, lipid)

rather than foods. They demonstrated experimentally

that the macronutrient requirements differed among

the grasshopper species, providing the possibility for

the seven species to coexist in the same habitat

within separate nutritional niches.

5. DEB THEORY AND THE MODELLING OF

ENERGY AND MASS BUDGETS

An individual-level mechanistic niche model must be

founded on a budget of energy and matter as these

currencies flow through the organism and are allocated

to development, growth, maintenance and reproduc-

tion. Traditionally, approaches to modelling climatic

and nutritional niches have incorporated ‘static’

energy and mass budgets. Such budgets consider a

series of steady-state snapshots of income (assimila-

tion) versus expenditure (maintenance), the

difference being the ‘scope for growth’ or ‘discretion-

ary’ energy and mass (Widdows & Johnson 1988).

These balances are tallied through time to estimate

the potential for growth or reproduction. A corner-

stone of such analyses is the use of an allometric

equation relating body mass and temperature to main-

tenance energy costs. The use of such statistical

descriptions is of course not ideal when one is attempt-

ing to develop a maximally mechanistic niche model.

Moreover, static budgets do not quantify overhead

costs associated with growth and reproduction, thus

potentially misinterpreting these production overheads

as losses.

The DEB theory of Kooijman (Sousa et al. 2008;

Kooijman 2010) is a mechanistic model for how

organisms take up and use energy and matter through

their life cycle. It uses surface area and volume

relationships to keep track of two (indirectly measur-

able) state variables, the reserve density and the

structural volume. Energy and matter are assimilated

proportional to the surface area, and directed first to

the reserve pool of the organism. As with the GF,

DEB models can deal with variable stoichiometry

because reserves and structure can have different

chemical compositions. The reserves, which may con-

sist of, for example, fat, carbohydrate and amino acids

scattered across the body, are used and replenished,

hence do not require storage maintenance. The struc-

ture is the ‘permanent’ biomass such as proteins and

membranes, and requires energy for its maintenance

(protein turnover and the maintenance of concen-

tration gradients and ionic potentials) in direct

proportion to structural volume. Development,

growth and reproduction are predicted dynamically

according to the k-rule whereby a fixed fraction k of

the energy/matter in the reserves flows to growth and

somatic maintenance, the rest to increasing and main-

taining the level of maturity and to reproduction.

Allometrically observed scaling of ‘metabolic rate’

with body mass, as inferred via indirect calorimetry

such as oxygen consumption rate, then follows natu-

rally from the relative amounts of reserve and

structure, and from other costs such as growth over-

heads and endothermic heating (Kooijman 2010). A

fundamental construct within the DEB theory is the

‘synthesizing unit’ (SU), which is a generalization of

the classical enzyme concept to complex reactions

involving more than one potentially limiting substrate

(Kooijman 2010; Poggiale et al. 2010). SU kinetics is

used in DEB theory to model the process whereby

ingested substrates are transformed into ‘reserves’

(i.e. ‘assimilation’) that are in turn transformed for

growth and metabolic functions.

The k-rule dynamic energy budget (k-DEB) model

is an attractive platform for a functional trait-based

niche model because of its capacity to be used in a

‘supply-side’ context. While alternative approaches to

mechanistic energy and mass budgets exist (Brown

et al. 2004; van der Meer 2006), the k-rule DEB

model provides the most direct link among food den-

sity, food quality and feeding behaviour, as we

discuss further below. This provides a strong basis

for linking individuals and their functional traits to

population (Klanjscek et al. 2006) and higher level

processes (Nisbet et al. 2000).

6. CONNECTING THE THREE MODELLING

APPROACHES

The three approaches just described are similar in

many respects as they are all fundamentally based on

the first law of thermodynamics, i.e. the conservation

of energy and mass, and the principle of homeostasis.

BE and GF models have to date been implemented in

their static form, integrated over a period during the

life of the organism. Dynamic formulations would

allow the modelling of physiological rates, including
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growth and reproduction, across the life cycle under

fluctuating food densities. DEB and GF models have

been linked to abiotic environmental gradients only

in a simplified manner, restricting their coupling with

spatial environmental datasets (but see Thomas et al.

2006). DEB and BE models have included only

simple foraging behaviours and have largely ignored

the fitness consequences of nutritional status, including

nutrient excesses (but see Kuijper et al. 2004a,b). Given

these similarities and complementarities, we now

explore the extent to which the three approaches

could be integrated to produce a general mechanistic

model of the niche. The linkages between the models

are represented schematically in figure 2.

The BE and GF frameworks are both structured to

link the environment (modelled as axes) to fitness (mod-

elled as targets) via functional responses (behaviour and

physiology). There are thus strong parallels in how the

BE and GF models operate. Both depict in multi-

dimensional space (climatic and nutritional, respectively)

the ways that organisms respond to the environment,

the changes that result in the animal’s state as a

consequence, the extent to which the organism achieves

a target state (body temperature, nutritional status) and

the consequences of failing to do so. The BE model

links to environmental gradients through the spatio-

temporal changes in weather, terrain, vegetation, soil

etc., while GF does so through spatio-temporal changes

in the availability of different food types (and water;

Raubenheimer & Gäde 1994).

The DEB model, by contrast, provides a dynamic

budgetary approach for modelling the physiological

and developmental events that link nutritional and

thermal status to organismal fitness. Given the food

type chosen and the microclimate selected (and thus

body temperature and water loss rate), the DEB

model can be used to determine the consequences

for growth, reproduction, development and storage,

with appropriate feedbacks. Thus, the GF and BE

models provide the overarching framework for tracking
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types) and the costs and benefits of the regulatory behaviour. The outcome of the regulatory behaviours interacting with

the habitat-specific availability of the climatic/food environments is a temporal sequence of body temperature (or heating/cool-

ing costs for endotherms), water balance and food consumed. These act as driving variables for the DEB model that dictates
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as dictated by the DEB model, while feeding rates and water balance affect food consumption. See text for further details.
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the individual’s interactions with the environment and

how these impact upon the animal’s state (in terms of

temperature, nutrient and water balance), while DEB

models the way that nutritional and thermal status

translates to growth, development and reproduction.

We now explore the linkages between the models in

more detail.

(a) Linkages between biophysical ecology and the

geometric framework

Feeding interacts extensively with water balance and

heat exchange in the behavioural and physiological ecol-

ogy of animals. Examples at the ecological level include

the influence that foraging has on where the animal

places itself in its habitat, and also the influence that

availability of water has on the foraging ranges of

many animals. At the behavioural level, water status

can be a fundamental constraint on feeding, and feed-

ing in turn influences water status (Raubenheimer &

Gäde 1994). Both nutritional and water status can influ-

ence patterns of activity (Raubenheimer & Gäde 1996),

which in turn influence the location of the animal in the

environment and also directly influence temperature and

the requirements for water (Nicholson 2009). Activity

levels also influence the amounts and balance of nutri-

ents needed (Raubenheimer & Simpson 1997), as does

temperature. In endotherms, this is principally due to

thermoregulation (e.g. Simpson & Raubenheimer

1997), while in ectotherms, it is due to the influence

of temperature on growth, life history and nutritional

physiology (Clements et al. 2009). Physiologically, feed-

ing influences thermal and water status through its

impact on heat and water exchange, and also through

the production of metabolic water (Bozinovic &

Gallardo 2006). In some animals, there exists a trade-

off between storage capacity for water and energy (fat)

(e.g. Mira & Raubenheimer 2002). Temperature also

affects the interplay between nutrient intake, growth

rate and efficiency of post-ingestive utilization (Miller

et al. 2010). For sessile animals unable to move between

microhabitats, behaviour can still play a role in driving

trade-offs between temperature, aerobic respiration and

water conservation via processes such as shell gaping in

bivalves or alterations in posture in animals such as

gastropods and anemones (Bayne et al. 1976).

Thermoregulation and nutrition are strongly

mediated by behaviour, whereby regulation occurs

with respect to an internal target state subject to the

costs and benefits of the regulatory behaviour. In the

case of thermoregulation, organisms have a particular

target body temperature (or range of body tempera-

tures) that optimizes performance: mobile organisms

defend this target in the face of environmental

variation by choosing different combinations of air

temperature, humidity, wind speed and radiation,

which constrain where and when the animal can be

active. Activity is also potentially constrained by
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Figure 3. Mussel climatic niche space measured as surface area-specific food assimilation rate (J h21 V2/3) for Mytilus edulis

physiological parameters (electronic supplementary material, table S1). The assimilation rate is plotted in relation to air temp-

erature and solar radiation for three different wind speeds and two different body sizes. A biophysical model (see electronic

supplementary material) was used to calculate body temperature to infer assimilation rate. The grey cloud of points in the
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water loss rates via the hydration state. Similarly, feed-

ing behaviour in the GF is driven by the organism

striving to defend a target nutritional state against a

nutritionally heterogeneous environment, through the

quantities and combinations of food types consumed.

(b) Linkages between dynamic energy budget

theory and biophysical ecology

The principles of BE provide a way to predict how

different physical habitats, under different weather

conditions, constrain thermal homeostasis. BE thus

can be used as a behavioural ‘front-end’ to drive the

body temperatures and hence rates in the DEB

model as constrained by (and linked to) environmental

gradients and habitat configurations. This integration

of principles of BE with DEB theory is theoretically

straightforward (Kooijman 2010), but is yet to be

done in practice. All published applications linking

DEB theory to environmental gradients to date have

been in aquatic environments where the body temp-

erature of focal species (ectotherms) could be

assumed identical to water temperature. Applying

DEB theory in the more thermally complex terrestrial

or intertidal environments necessitates a detailed bio-

physical approach to accurately predict body

temperature and water loss.

Key traits linking DEB theory and BE are size,

shape and mass. Heat and mass exchange are strongly

tied to these morphological characteristics, especially

with regard to radiative, convective and evaporative

heat transport. Biophysical models take such factors

into account, and are thus able to predict the body

temperatures of organisms in field conditions often

with high fidelity. Importantly, however, these

models generally do not permit the organism to grow

or change its physiological responses to temperature

over time. Instead, static thermal ‘snapshots’ are

taken and compared against comparably static

models of scope for growth. Conversely, DEB methods

have very seldom used inputs from biophysical models

as drivers of factors such as body temperature.

A truly mechanistic approach—one that involves

geographical predictions of performance (including

species interactions; Pincebourde & Casas 2006;

Petes et al. 2008; Pincebourde et al. 2008) and survival

using detailed physiological responses of organisms—

is crucial if we are going to predict the effects of cli-

mate change (e.g. Chown & Gaston 2008; Helmuth

2009). Importantly, both BE and DEB approaches

are capable of producing dynamic outputs needed

for such an endeavour. However, both must be based

on mechanism and not proxies for factors such as

size. For example, the relationship between body size

(length) and surface area subject to heat exchange

may be very different from that for food uptake. An

effective approach will account for body size for both

thermodynamics and metabolic processes, and more

importantly, will allow exploration of the linkages

and feedbacks between these processes through the

effect of size on factors such as thermal inertia, food

intake requirements and behaviour. For example, in

general, larger animals (with a smaller surface area to

volume ratio) have a larger thermal inertia and thus

heat more slowly than smaller animals. Larger organ-

isms also live higher in the boundary layer (i.e.

velocity gradient above the substrate), which exposes

them to stronger convective regimes as well as greater

forces from wind and waves.

We have illustrated these principles using mussels as

an example, tying a biophysical model of heat

exchange in the intertidal environment together with

a DEB model parametrized for Mytilus spp., one of

the most common genera of mussels worldwide (see

electronic supplementary material for detailed

methods and parameters). Using the biophysical

model (described in the electronic supplementary

material), we constructed a two-dimensional represen-

tation of the climatic niche ofMytilus with regard to air

temperature and solar radiation, using assimilation

rate (a process that occurs whether or not the mussels

are submerged) as a performance measure (figure 3).

As illustrated in the figure, the climatic niche as

defined by our biophysical model also depends on

wind speed and body size, with increases in both of

these variables reducing the dependence of mussel

temperature on solar radiation. When compared with

combinations of air temperature and radiation that

occur in a natural habitat of Mytilus (grey background

points in figure 3), it can be seen that increases in body

size and wind speed produce body temperatures closer

to the physiologically optimal values during aerial

exposure at low tide. As a corollary, vulnerability to

high body temperature can be seen to depend on the

size of the mussel at the time of the heat stress event.

Depending on the date of settlement and the growth

trajectory, mussels may be below the size threshold

that would prevent heat stress occurring (electronic

supplementary material, figure S1). Ecological fore-

casting of the potential for heat stress in organisms

must therefore include the biophysics of heat transfer

(Gilman et al. 2006) as well as the dynamics of

growth (Hilbish & Koehn 1985).

The merger of BE methods with DEB approaches is

a potentially powerful way to incorporate mechanism

across a range of organizational scales. To date,

however, despite the mechanistic nature of BE

approaches, such ‘macroecological’ methods (e.g.

Kerr et al. 2007) have tended to rely on simple

correlates of fitness or measurements of physiological

indicators of stress. For example, Wethey & Woodin

(2008) used hindcasts of water temperature and his-

torical records of species distribution patterns to

explore the drivers of geographical ranges in intertidal

barnacles and polychaetes. For barnacles, shifts (at a

rate of 15–55 km per decade) were well correlated

with winter water temperature maxima, a factor

known to affect reproduction. For polychaetes, results

were more ambiguous, and suggested that either cold

winters or cool summers could explain the patterns

observed. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that species

range boundaries and population dynamics can often

be set by far more subtle effects on physiological rate

processes (Sanford 2002; Beukema et al. 2009). A

true predictive framework thus mandates an equally

mechanistic exploration of energy budgets in organ-

isms and the subsequent effects on individual fitness

and species interactions.
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(c) Linkages between dynamic energy budget

theory and the geometric framework

The GF is a tool for interpreting the observed relation-

ships between food consumption, nutrient allocation

and fitness components in multivariate nutritional

space, and has been used to predict and understand

feeding behaviour and post-ingestive allocation not

only in individuals but also in groups (Simpson et al.

2006) and societies (Dussutour & Simpson 2009).

The potential exists to map performance landscapes

from individuals to population growth rates (Simpson

et al. 2004), and this is where the DEB theory can pro-

vide a powerful modelling tool (e.g. Klanjscek et al.

2006). DEB models could be used as a computational

engine for GF theory, e.g. to implement dynamic fit-

ness-component landscapes in multivariate nutrient

space with respect to growth rate, reproductive

output and longevity, together with ancillary infor-

mation about consequences of other organisms in the

environment, such as toxic build-up of excreted

waste. In relation to the latter point about inter-

individual interactions, an important caveat to the

translation from individual to population growth rate

is that the transition need not be smooth or linear,

owing to local interactions that yield sudden tran-

sitions in response (Simpson et al. 2010). Thus, the

nutritional responses of a single forager ant cannot

predict the nutritional regulation and allocation

decisions made at the colony level (Dussutour &

Simpson 2009), nor would the behaviour of a single

protein-deprived Mormon cricket or locust in the

absence of inter-individual interactions predict mass

migration driven by cannibalism (Simpson et al. 2006).

The real power of the GF is in the interpretation of

scenarios where foods are nutritionally unbalanced

relative to the organism’s needs, and vary in nutritional

quality through space and time. The standard one-

reserve DEB model can handle this scenario only

very simplistically, whereby nutritionally imbalanced

foods are reflected in different assimilation efficiencies

of ingested food (Kooijman 2010, p. 107). This nutri-

tionally implicit approach cannot tackle questions

about the effects of different food components on

fitness in different ecological contexts, nor the effect

of those components on behavioural and physiological

homeostatic responses (Raubenheimer et al. 2009).

For example, herbivores and omnivores have been

shown to have separate regulatory systems controlling

the intake of protein and non-protein energy, but

when the environment constrains animals to an imbal-

anced diet, protein intake dominates and leads to

substantial changes in total energy content with conse-

quent impact on levels of fat stored (Simpson &

Raubenheimer 2005; Sørensen et al. 2008; Felton

et al. 2009). This protein leverage effect has been pro-

posed to explain development of obesity on a modern

Western diet (Simpson & Raubenheimer 2005).

Under a univariate DEB model, this ‘damming up’

of excess nutrient cannot be modelled without violat-

ing the strong homeostasis assumption of DEB theory.

In standard DEB multi-reserve models, uptake of

each nutrient is independent. To integrate DEB

theory with GF in the context of multivariate nutri-

tional space, a special kind of multivariate DEB

model is required with one reserve for each nutritional

component. In other words, a nutritionally explicit

DEB model is required (sensu Raubenheimer et al.

2009; Simpson et al. 2010). This is achieved in general

by specifying rules for SUs that transform food into

separate nutrient reserve pools, and then regulate the

assignment of mobilized reserves from each pool into

maintenance, structure, maturity maintenance and

reproductive output (figure 4). These rules can

include a parameter dictating the return flux to the

reserve pools of materials rejected by the SUs, control-

ling the extent to which nutrients ingested in excess are

stored. Such a DEB model was first developed by

Kuijper et al. (2004a) in the context of protein and

carbohydrate (or non-protein) consumption. Kuijper

et al.’s model was for adults with determinate

growth, and hence did not include a growth SU.

Including growth is more complex because the k

reserve mobilized from each reserve pool is not equally

divided between maintenance and growth, and the

growth rate is only defined implicitly as it both

determines and depends on reserve mobilization rate

(B. Kooijman 2009, personal communication). For

example, in the context of a protein and carbohydrate

reserve pool, carbohydrates and protein reserves are

substitutable for maintenance with a strong preference

for carbohydrate. For growth, overhead costs can be

paid by carbohydrate or protein, but building blocks

can only be made from protein reserves. Thus, protein

and carbohydrate reserves are partly complementary

and partly substitutable (see also Raubenheimer &

Simpson (1994) and Simpson et al. (2004) for a

discussion of this matter in relation to GF). The

dynamics of the SU for growth dictate that growth

rate is fast for the right mix of protein and carbo-

hydrate, slow if one of them dominates and zero if

protein is absent.

We have applied the simpler scenario used by

Kuijper et al. (2004a) to illustrate how DEB and GF

can be integrated to model nutritional targets (see

electronic supplementary material for detailed

methods and parameters). We applied the DEB

model to calculate egg production in a copepod as a

function of ingested carbohydrate and protein, but

extend Kuijper’s approach by using the GF to inte-

grate cost functions relating to longevity and stored

nutrient excesses.

The results of our simulations are presented in

figure 5. Tilman classified resource-dependent

growth isoclines into eight categories (Tilman 1982,

fig. 2), and we discuss our results in this context.

From figure 5a, it can be seen that egg production

rate increases with protein and carbohydrate

consumed in the manner expected for Tilman’s

‘hemi-essential’ case. Specifically, reproduction can

occur in the absence of carbohydrate resource but

not in the absence of protein resource. The reproduc-

tion isoclines bow towards the origin, indicating that

less of each resource is required when both are con-

sumed together. This interactive effect is diminished

when the nitrogen content of eggs is altered from an

observed C : N ratio of 5.9 to a value of 4.0 (figure 5b).

When longevity is linked to diet in the manner

observed for many taxa (Lee et al. 2008; Maklakov
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et al. 2008), the resource-dependent growth isoclines

predicted lifetime reproductive output to shift to the

‘interactive-essential’ category in the Tilman

classification (figure 5c,d). Protein can no longer sub-

stitute for carbohydrate because excessive protein

consumption very strongly shortens the lifespan.
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Figure 4. A multiple-reserve DEB model including maintenance, growth, maturation, maturity maintenance and reproduc-
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Altering the elemental composition of the reserves/

eggs had minimal impact on the resource isoclines in

this context (figure 5d).

In the scenarios considered so far, ‘more is better’

with respect to both nitrogenous and non-

nitrogenous resources. There is no target per se, but

rather the organism would be expected to strive for

as much as possible of each resource. This is

frequently not the case; as already discussed, when

an organism consumes a diet unbalanced with

respect to its requirements, the non-limiting com-

ponents of the diet can ‘dam up’ within the

organism unless they are excreted to the environment.

In our analysis, the imposition of a cost to storing

nutrient excesses resulted in resource isoclines

that form a target intake, as frequently observed in

diet-selection studies (Simpson et al. 2004). This

pattern falls under Tilman’s ‘inhibition’ category,

whereby excessive consumption ultimately results in

reduced fitness, a scenario he regarded as rare

(Tilman 1982).

Our brief example illustrates the potential for link-

ing DEB theory to the concepts of the GF in a

manner that enriches both approaches with respect

to modelling niches. Parameterizing a multi-reserve

DEB model for an organism provides a means to

make a priori predictions of the dietary intake target

purely from the perspective of the organism’s demands

for maintenance and building blocks. This provides an

important null basis from which to interpret empiri-

cally observed intake targets. We would usually

expect observed dietary targets to deviate from this

null expectation, in part because of internally imposed

costs such as lifespan or detrimental physiological or

ecological impacts of nutrient acquisition and exces-

sive reserve storage discussed above. The

incorporation of physiological impacts would result

in a model of what could be called the ‘fundamental

nutritional niche’ of an organism. Ancillary DEB

theory constructs may potentially accommodate such

important additions. Additionally, GF-derived behav-

ioural modules may be applied to DEB models to

add behavioural realism to the feeding response.

Observed dietary targets and rules of compromise

also reflect the imprint of past and present ecology.

For example, the spatial and temporal distribution of

resources in relation to each other and in relation

to temperature and humidity gradients may impose

constraints on consumption, whereas nutritionally

optimal food sources may be associated with higher

predation risk or competitive interference (Simpson

et al. 2010). The approach we have described for

mechanistically modelling nutritional niches provides

a means to quantify the relative merits of different

feeding strategies in response to biotic and abiotic

contingencies.
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7. DEVELOPING A FUNCTIONAL TRAIT-BASED

RESEARCH AGENDA AROUND THE NICHE

CONCEPT

Chase & Leibold (2003) have provided a vision for an

ecological research agenda centred on the niche

concept. Their approach generalizes the consumer-

resource models of Tilman (figure 1a) to include

other niche dimensions such as additional abiotic

stresses and predators. However, it has been criticized

for omitting a spatial environmental context and for

not centralizing evolutionary processes (Hubbell

2004; McGill et al. 2006). These criticisms arise in

part from the absence of a clearly elaborated link

between the population-level responses depicted in

the fitness-resource relationships and ZNGI plots

(figure 1a), and the underling functional traits

together with their relationship to the environment.

The approach we have described provides a more

direct linkage with environmental gradients, and there-

fore greater potential to explain patterns such as body

size clines and species distribution limits. With the

revolution of GIS and remote-sensing technologies,

we can depict such gradients with a greater accuracy

and realism than ever before. These gradients may

include standard climatic variables such as rainfall,

temperature and soil type, as well as more subtle vari-

ables such as plant chemistry. The BE and GF

approaches provide the mechanistic link between

these environmental gradients, individual traits and

performance currencies, allowing landscape-level

questions such as species distribution limits and aggre-

gation and migratory behaviour to be tackled on the

basis of functional traits (Kearney & Porter 2009;

Simpson et al. 2010). Moreover, mechanistic models

naturally identify which traits and environmental

gradients to measure. This reduces flexibility in the

choice of environmental variables in comparison to

correlative species distribution models. The benefit is

greater explanatory and predictive power. Such an

approach provides the capacity to ask questions such

as ‘how would the direct effects of climate be expected

to influence body size clines in endotherms?’ (Porter &

Kearney 2009), ‘how do present or future environ-

mental gradients alter the thermoregulatory priorities

of ectotherms?’ (Kearney & Porter 2009) and ‘how

does risk of heat stress under climate change vary

with latitude?’ (Pörtner 2002; Gilman et al. 2006;

Deutsch et al. 2008).

From an evolutionary perspective, functional trait-

based models of the niche are much more amenable

than are correlative models for the simple fact that

traits and the fitness consequences of changing them

are considered explicitly. Allowing model parameters to

become ‘mutable’ in simulations, subject to heritabilities

and selection strengths, permits inference on likely evol-

utionary trajectories (Simpson et al. 2010). For instance,

the effect of evolutionary change on the potential geo-

graphical distribution of a mosquito was simulated

under climate change by linking a quantitative genetics

model to environmentally imposed selection on egg

desiccation resistance (Kearney et al. 2009).

There are likely to be many obstacles in the path

from traits to fundamental niches and ultimately to

realized niches. The fundamental niche is a

population-level phenomenon, but the approach we

describe relates to the measurements of the traits of

individuals. In some contexts, such as the modelling

of range constraints, the capacity to infer a region as

outside the fundamental niche based on individual

traits can be highly informative (Kearney et al.

2008). However, to mechanistically underpin ZNGI

diagrams with functional traits in the manner we

have described, we must incorporate population

dynamics models that include behavioural interactions

between individuals. While such linkages are now

being explored (Klanjscek et al. 2006; Buckley

2008), there is still a long way to go. The approach

to modelling niches that we advocate here at the very

least provides stronger scaffolding around the bridge

between traits, environment and performance. This

may well permit a more environmentally and evolutio-

narily explicit means to apply Chase and Leibold’s

research agenda. We are excited that functional trait-

based approaches to understanding species’ niches

are becoming a key research agenda in ecology

(Nisbet et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2004); perhaps

Schoener’s ‘mechanistic utopia’ is in sight?
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